
 

 
 

Office for Climate Education 

Internship – Scientific Illustration 
 
 
 
The Office for Climate Education proposes a scientific illustration internship. The intern should 
have scientific illustration skills on the subjects of biodiversity, climate and, more generally, 
sustainable development. The illustrations produced will be used in education resources to be 
published internationally for students from 9 to 15 years old, and for the general public.  
 

Introduction 
 
The Office for Climate Education (OCE) was created in March 2018, under the aegis of the 
Fondation La main à la pâte, with the aim of promoting climate change education in France 
and abroad, using project and inquiry-based pedagogies. 
 
The OCE coordinates a wide network of national and international partners that work together 
to provide teachers with high-quality education resources and professional development, 
following the publication of each IPCC report. 
  
The operational OCE team has currently 5 people: a chief executive officer, three scientists 
(oceanographer, glaciologist and biologist) and a natural sciences teacher. The OCE team 
collaborates strongly with a global network of 70 partners (scientific institutions, education 
authorities, ONGs) and, in particular, with climate scientists in France and Germany. 

Internship 

During this internship, the intern will participate in the illustration and conception of 
education resources on the topic of “climate change and land use”, which will be published 
internationally following the release of the IPCC report on the same topic.  

Terms and conditions 

The internship can start in January or February, for a period of up to 6 months. 
Work place : Office for Climate Education, Institut Pierre Simon Laplace, campus de Jussieu, 
Paris 05. 
The intern may occasionally have to travel out of Paris for short periods, in France or abroad. 



Missions 

• Contribute to the development and illustration of a set of education resources for 
teachers (class activities, scientific backgrounds, video clips, interactives, etc.), working 
with a multidisciplinary team and the OCE partners; 

• Participate in the creation of OCE outreach materials (flyers, roll-ups, presentations, 
etc.) 

Skills 

• Illustrator – graphic designer with a good scientific culture, in particular concerning 
climate change and sustainable development issues; 

• If possible, experience in the creation of education resources; 

• Aptitude for team work; 

• Capable of reading and writing English. 

How to apply 

Deadline for application: 20 October 2019 
 
A CV and motivation letter are to be addressed to David Wilgenbus, chief executive officer of 
the Office for Climate Education, and sent by email to: 
 

hiring@oce.global 


